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SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe
are most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider::
Public health,Mental health,Education,Accessing and using cannabis,Criminal activity,Public safety,Young
people and children,Social impacts
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Individual,other – please explain
Local economy & local production jobs.
Are there any additional themes we should consider?
LOCAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS & POTENTIAL FOR INDUSTRY GROWTH IN OTHER HEMP
PRODUCTION RELATED FIELDS
Select all that apply. Do you think there should be restrictions on the use of cannabis? :
Personal use of cannabis should be legal. ,Sale of cannabis should be legal and regulated. ,Cultivation of
cannabis for personal use should be legal.,There should be no restrictions.

YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
|| Assess the health, mental health, and social impacts of cannabis use on people who use cannabis, their
families and carers;
If cannabis was de regulated or made legal our state would have instant access to an abundance of new
opportunities throughout medicine, manufacturing, mental health / personal wellbeing, economic needs &
finally would no longer need to waste police resources on trivial cannabis possession or growing matters.
This would stimulate the local economy create more jobs, providing a greater sense of stability for all
involved. With so much great nutrient rich land in various parts of Victoria we could truly grow a world
class product & give an abundance to our community in new revenue and opportunities which we need now
more than ever.
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
Also many bright minds have been destroyed due to cannabis being illegal purely from being convicted of a
crime. I personally know a couple of young engineers who had big plans to create water cleaning systems to
address global issues have there dreams shattered by being caught in possession and facing our legal system.
The current system is destroying young lives & leaving them in a hopeless position if we could give hope to
the youth again and not rest their whole life trajectory over possessing a natural part of this earth which has
far less problems than alcohol I think it would be wise to consider! I truly pray that our state of Victoria can
lead by example and show how forward thinking we are in response to crisis & putting the people first when
such a golden opportunity presents itself.
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